TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (109-584)
FROM: SAC, MIAMI (105-1742) (P)
SUBJECT: ANTI-FIDEL CASTRO ACTIVITIES IS - CUBA

The Miami office continues its attempts to further infiltrate PODER CUBANO (PC) and the JULIO PEREZ PEREZ-EVARISTO GARCIA SARMIENTO faction of the CUBAN NATIONALIST MOVEMENT (CNM).

JOSE DIAZ GOMEZ, PCI, is continuing contact with PC leaders in an attempt to further ascertain PC membership and activities.

ALFONSO REY, a source in Cuban matters, is in contact with PC leaders and is continuing his attempts to infiltrate the PC.

CM 615 S continues to frequent the Toyo Restaurant, a hangout for PC leaders, and now advises that PC members have not come to the restaurant during the past week and their present whereabouts are unknown.

Dr. CARMELINA BONAFONTE advised that information received from her source, DALIO B. PEREIRA, reflects that...
HECTOR CORNILLOT LLANO, PC leader, said he is leaving the PC and the Miami area because of pressure put on him by two members of the Miami Police Department. PEREIRA reports that PC activist, OMAR SOTO PUJOL, said he is leaving the PC because he does not want any more problems. PEREIRA reports that the PC is breaking up, no longer meets and discusses plans, no longer wants dynamite for future operations, and claims the organization has no immediate plans.

Under the counterintelligence program, copies of a Bureau approved leaflet have been mailed to numerous Cuban exile businessmen in Miami. Copies of a second and different leaflet, approved by the Bureau, have also been mailed. A third approved leaflet will be mailed this week. A fourth leaflet will be submitted to the Bureau for approval, and if approved, this leaflet will also be mailed to Cuban exile businessmen in Miami.

These leaflets have carried such titles as: "CUBAN POWER -- A CASTRO FRONT?", "CUBAN POWER -- CRIMINAL ORGANIZATION?", and "CUBAN POWER -- OR NARCOTICS POWER?"

RICARDO MORALES NAVARRETE continues to be interviewed daily by the Miami office and has furnished a large quantity of tremendously valuable information concerning the PC and other anti-Castro organizations.

Concerning the PEREZ-GARCIA SARMIENTO faction of the CNM, there has been no activity during the past week. PEREZ has remained in the West Palm Beach area, and the Customs informant in Miami has had no opportunity to see him or to identify BADIN. Miami is considering interviewing the Customs source, NANCY RODRIGUEZ, to see if she is amenable to contact by Bureau Agents and ascertain her potential for being a Bureau source.

FELIPE RIVERO DIAZ was interviewed on 4/24/68, in connection with another matter. He described PEREZ as being a psychopath and unstable and stated PEREZ exerts a great amount of influence over GARCIA SARMIENTO. RIVERO feels